WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT

DIVE INTO INTENSELY SHIMMERING,
BOLD COLOR IN AN INSTANT.
AND SHAMPOO IT OUT JUST AS FAST.

3 high-impact hues to love and layer
Brilliantly touchable & brushable
Temporary pigments = no commitment
or damage of traditional haircolor

INSTATINT

®

temporary color shimmer spray

MERMAID

Visit JOICO.COM to learn more exclusive techniques.
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1. Prep hair with Joico Heat Set and dry hair fully. Section hair into
3 sections. The bottom section should extend from top to top of ear.
Part the middle section from corner of eyebrows to a point just below
crown. Section the remaining hair on the top. Working in the nape
section first, wrap hair prepped with Ironclad around a 1-inch barrel
iron to create loose waves. Leave the waves intact and spray with
JoiShape to hold the curls. TIP: Use a towel under the sections you
are spraying with InstaTint to protect the client’s clothing. For best
results, spray 6-12 inches away from the hair.

2. Starting at the bottom section,
spray the middle wave with
Mermaid Blue 3-4 inches down
from the root area. Be sure to
let each section dry and not
run your fingers through hair.

3. Spray Orchid to one side of
the wave and Amethyst to other
side wave. TIP: To create an
ombré effect, hold InstaTint
sprays in a downward angled
direction.

6. Alternate each section of hair
with Mermaid Blue, Amethyst and
Orchid. TIP: The more InstaTint
is layered, the more intense the
pigment will be.

7. Spray the in-between waves
with Amethyst. For an added
pop of color and texture, spray
Amethyst on the corners of the
Mermaid Blue sections.

4. For the middle and top sections,
take ½ inch subsections and
using a flat iron, create ridged
waves. Work your flat iron in a
waving motion down the strand
by pulling towards you and
then away.

5. Lay out the individual waves
on a towel. Spray with JoiShape
for hold and definition. Continue
creating waves through the entire
middle section. TIP: Before using
a flat iron, protect the hair by
using Ironclad.

8. Repeat this process throughout
the middle section. Your strands
should have a combination of all
three colors: some Amethyst,
some Mermaid Blue, and some
Orchid.

9. Repeat this process in the top
section by creating the waves
with a flat iron and then applying
all three InstaTint shades. Spray
each section in the top 1-3 inches
away from the root.

